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About This Game

Experience the everyday duties of a roadside assistance team in this realistic mix of simulation and management game. Direct
your rescue team from your roadside assistance center. Unlock new regions and try to attract as many new customers as possible

through successful and efficient operations. You can also roll up your own sleeves and repair broken down cars in the street.
One by one, you’ll unlock new buildings, vehicles, rescue helicopters and technologies. Are you ready to make the roads safer in

traffic-heavy urban areas and during the harsh winter months? Let’s find out!

Whether it’s an empty battery in the freezing cold, a flat tire in the pouring rain or an overheated radiator in the scorching sun –
your rescue team helps people in need whatever the time, whatever the weather. Put your training to good use to find and fix

problems with cars. Here, service is written with a capital S. An additional check of fluid levels is a given, just like the
complimentary road safety check. This way, every customer can count on receiving the best possible protection for their onward

journey.

Features:

Manage the varied everyday tasks of a roadside assistance center

Unlock new regions and try to attract as many customers as possible through successful operations

Go hands-on in exciting road missions

Find and fix cars’ problems and contribute to general road safety
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All vehicles in the game are based on real-life models

Plan your budget and resources well to ensure sufficient safety, even during the intense winter months

Expand your fleet by unlocking new vehicles, rescue helicopters and technologies

Send your workers on training courses and improve the quality of service

Unlock new regions and rise to the challenges of traffic-heavy urban areas
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It's very simple and well executed, but it's just "too little" for the price. Just a hand full of maps and four game modes that play
very similar. It gets repetitive very fast..
\u0e40\u0e01\u0e21\u0e19\u0e35\u0e49\u0e14\u0e35\u0e04\u0e23\u0e31\u0e1a\u0e1a\u0e2d\u0e01\u0e40\u0e25\u0e22.
Subscribe to pewdiepie to help the bro army and stay number 1!. Got This game well knowing what I was getting into so I'll be
brief with this for  I'm not really a good reviewer.

This game is actually pretty fun when you get down to the rpg aspects. Not much to say on that classic jrpg feel with
turn based combat but the mechanics exclusive to this game make it really interesting and fun. Makes you at times
consider what you do so you don't reach the peak of your EP Meter  and
get\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665by monsters . The Art Style of the characters is also pretty good  Goro
Scares me still

 Now the fun part the  Mature Content
The H-Scenes are really really good if you're looking
for a game for it's H-Scenes for that lonely night or
just need to bust I highly recommend this game for
you.. This game is awesome, even at the early stages. Like any early access, it needs work but it is already a lot of fun.
I'm a big Battle Zone fan and this reminds me of it a little - the whole TD and FPS combined. I looked forward to
where this heads!. MUSYNX is finally available on Steam! It's a popular music game that is already well-proven in
mobile ver. Especially this Steam ver is better, because it is a enhancement of the mobile ver. This Steam version
includes 48 songs in the Standard Edition. DLC Forever Friends could get 85 more on DLC. So, 133 songs in
MUSYNX. Highly Recommended!

[Update1] Forever Friends
Amazing DLC, get tons of songs and more free content updates with Forever Friends! (* ॑꒳ ॑* )
https://store.steampowered.com/app/963060/

The lineup of the songs is really great. Stages are designed for beginners to enjoy enough. In terms of custom themes, it
would be better if a little more simple themes were supported. And if this developer could update the achievement
support for each song, such as All EXACT PLAY and ALL COMBO BADGE SYSTEM, it would really be the best
music game. Of course, it's still a good game, so if you're interested, try it out. It is well worth it! (o´・ω-)b

[Update2] New DLC - HOUSE THEME
https://steamcommunity.com/games/952040/announcements/detail/1732099947856743778

P.S
Nice to meet you, Asanagi-Sensei![imgur.com]
Welcome to the MUSYNX! ε-(•́ω•̀๑)

* Nyanco Channel (Steam Curator) ヽ(=^･ω･^=)丿
https://store.steampowered.com/curator/33855818/. Look, I'm a fan of retro games, even more games composed of pixel
characters and background, but that doesn't means I wont be harsh to this.

The idea of the game is cool, a platformer where you use the power of the seasons to solve puzzles, the problem is that
the game attempts to be more like "Dark Souls" than an enjoyable platformer.

The Bayonet Crossbow is a good weapon, but there is no way of alternating between each other than by doing a key
combination, if you use the attack button without jumping or holding down, your character shots arrows, if you are
jumping or holding down, bayonet attack. That is a problem, even more if you want to shot small enemies, you can't,
because your character will use the bayonet instead, the same is also valid for flying enemies, you have to depend on the
bayonet attacks to be able to attack them.

If you have played Ty the Tasmanian Tiger, you'll probably remember Lenny when reading Patty messages. And he's
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as annoying aswell.

The game really wants you to be less greedy too, since to activate check points, you need to spend coins, SPEND
COINS, TO NOT RESTART THE ENTIRE STAGE WHEN THE CHARACTER DIES. And the best part is, the
stages are big, so if you die without buying a check point, you'll have to do the stage all over again, and lose everything
you got during the stage. EVERYTHING.

The keyboard controls are AWFUL! You use WASD to move, and Enter to attack. Why? Would be better to use the
number keys or IJKL to do the game actions, and the best part is, Backspace uses items. Most of the time you'll do
mistakes in the gameplay, and most of the time is because you get confused by the control schemes. Even though there
is an alternative control set you can pick, the situation doesn't turn less awful if you do so.

The game also countains a few enemies in stages, whose respawns way too fast, like, 3 seconds after you killed them,
they respawn, that is an annoying thing, even more if that monster shots, or if you are doing some platforming jump.

It also features a upgrading system, where you buy upgrades from one pidgeon shops in the town, the problem, is that
when you try to buy the third or fourth ability for Rick, it shows "Coming Soon". Is this game WIP or something? I
thought it was a full released game.

Also, if you want to attempt a shot less gameplay of the game, don't try to use your bayonet to attack the first boss,
because for some reason, the boss will turn into Thor just to retaliate your attempt of attack, It's like "Don't touch me,
you flea bag". How the heck that frog is able release a eletric discharge? Also, the best part is that when you die in the
boss fight, the game shows "Game Over" on the screen. Why? The game isn't over! My character died a lot of times
and that didn't shown up, also, upon dying on the boss fight, it shows a window asking if you want to restart the boss
fight, or get tips. So, If you can't figure out how the boss works on your first attempt probably means you're stupid?
Not only to count that the tips are appearing quite... Soon? Maybe during the development of the game the devs
couldn't figure out how the boss works, either.

There are also a few cases of bugs in the game, like if your character dies while sliding down a rope, the character dies
floating in the air, and some cases where when the character dies when jumping, the jump animation freezes, but the
death music plays, and shortly after you respawn. But the most absurd issues surge when you unlock the area 2. Why is
that? Because you will meet holes you can't get out, forcing you to quit the stage, so It's not so different from not using
a check point, other than the fact you'll lose more time.

And there is the best part to come, I still haven't beaten the game, because my patience also has limits, but during the
stage 2-2, you'll discover that the game also has a sidescroller shooter session. I'm not an enemy of adding other game
elements on the game, but making the stage be a freaking deathtrap isn't fun, even more since the character has only 1
of health, meaning that touching anything kills your character! At least on that stage the checkpoint is free, I guess.

I tried to complain about several of those issues the game has on the forums, but then I discovered that the developers
went Hello Games since 5 months ago, so they are nowhere to be found.

Basically, after launching the game, they freaking abandoned it! What the heck?!

So, do I recommend the game? No! Because not only It's really annoying to play, contains absurd mechanics, but also
you have to ALT+F4 or click the X button on your window to close the game. This game isn't good! But isn't that bad
either, that's why I'll keep trying to play THIS sometimes, but certainly it could have fixed some of it's problems and
removed some of it's annoyances.

If you still want to get this game, buy it when it's on sale, because on the full price you'll feel ripped off.

If you want to see the complaints about the rest of the problems the game has, check out here: 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/603400\/discussions\/0\/1741100729961633901\/. Enjoyable game. Yes, it does start to
get repetitive after about 12 or so hours but the game has a very good story, soundtrack, and gameplay at the start. The story is
affected in many ways by your actions. I would suggest buying this when it goes on sale rather than full price.
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Nice little local shooter but majorly overwhelming at the get go and unless you have people over often or live with someone who
enjoys games like this then I doubt youll play it often if at all.. extremely funny game about big old steam punk styled air
balloons:
everything is greatly designed, if you are a lover of steampunk style (and you can't be a lover, as steampunk is cute)))
you just can't miss this game.
earn money, win the fights, speculate the goods, enjoy beautiful levels design and developers' sense of humour :))). Relaxing
ride through some caves and underground worlds and ok if you just want to relax and enjoy a VR world. Not much to do but
pick up on sale or in a bundle, it's not bad just not much you do except sight see but I enjoyed it. Five dollars may be a little too
much though $1 to $2 would be more appropriate and would be a recommend at this price I just can't... It's not a highly complex
game, and yet, It's the best version of Pang i ever played, and the old arcade theme is a great icing on the cake. Well animated,
simple yet solid gameplay, cool music and cool mood overall. A great way to waste a day! ^^. So many bugs and short... but it's
like old game, better than nothing.
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